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HarbOUR Purpose
Improve Lives, Through Rugby
HarbOUR Vision

HarbOUR Way
Be A TEAM “Put the team first & be proud of who we represent.”
Be CONNECTED “Connect together and with our community.”
Be ABOUT PEOPLE “Value our people and help others reach their goal.”
Be THE EXAMPLE “Lead with integrity and do what we say we are going to do.”
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Purpose;
To provide information and further understand the impact on the participant within the Youth
Rugby experience. Led by our tactics, how do we best unpack the effect the weight and age
grade offerings have had on our participation data (teams/individuals). Through participant
statements and player surveys, capture their 2021 rugby experience.

Youth Tactics:
1.

Unless young people understand the Value of rugby and the offer, they will not
prioritize it in their lives.

2.

Safety in rugby is paramount.

3.

More "Choice” in rugby is needed.

4.

Establish clear principles and practices (age and stage appropriate) when it comes
to Active to Performance climates.

5.

Union, clubs and schools must collaborate and cooperate and put the youth at
the centre of the experience.
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2021 Youth Grade Weight Charts
2022 Youth Grade Contact Chart – Boys
Grade

Organisation

Year Born

Age at 1st Jan

Weight

Premier Youth
17
1A, 1B, Open C

School

2006
2005
2004

15
16
17

Open
Open
Open

Youth 16

School

2007
2006
2005

14
15
16

Open
73
68

Youth 15

School

2008
2007
2006

13
14
15

Open
67
62

Youth 14

School/Club

2009
2008
2007

12
13
14

Open
60
55

2022 Youth Grade Contact Chart - Girls
Grade

Organisation

Year Born

Age at 1st Jan

Weight

Premier Youth
17

School

2005
2004

16
17

Open
Open

Youth 15

School/Club

2008
2007
2006

13
14
15

Open
Open
Open

2022 Rip Rugby Charts – Boys & Girls
Grade

Organisation

Year Born

Age at 1st Jan

Weight

Youth RR 17

School/Club

2006
2005
2004

15
16
17

Open
Open
Open

Youth RR 15

School/Club

2008
2007
2006

13
14
15

Open
Open
Open
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Youth 14 Boys Tackle Grade

Grade description

The table below demonstrates the breakdown of Youth 14 2021 participants with average
weights - in relation to year born. The total average weight across the age scale is 53.5kg.
This indicates that the weight setting is appropriate.
This grade is a hybrid between the old 7th and 6th grade offerings. There was a total of 16
teams in 2020 in the 7th/6th grade setting. Team numbers have risen to 24 teams across the
Y14 and Y15 grades.

Participation

Year Born

Age as at Jan 1st

Weight not to
exceed as at
1st May

Player Numbers

Average weight

2008

12

Open

96

57.3

2007

13

60

205

53.7

2006

14

55

22

49.5

329

53.5

Total
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Schools/ Teams Participating

Rangitoto College

Westlake Boys High School Red

Massey High School

Orewa College

Takapuna Grammar School

Mahurangi College White

Rosmini College Blue

Mahurangi College Blue

Rosmini College Red

Whangaparaoa College

Westlake Boys High School Green

Kaipara College

Westlake Boys High School Black

Long Bay College

Health and Safety
This information is collected via referee and manager reports to North Harbour Rugby.
The Youth 14 grade had a total of:
•

Serious Injury Reports - 6

•

Blue Cards Issued - 4

There was a total of 83 games played between 15/5/2021 - 14/8/2021
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Participant feedback

Player
How did you find the experience in the new grades?
“It was good because everyone was around the same age.”
“Good, it was a new way of playing rugby compared to club.”
“Way better than the old system.”
Did you feel comfortable in your given grade?
“Yes, because I played with players the same age.”
“Yes, I am small for my age, but I was comfortable and enjoyed playing.”
“Yes, as we were all in the same weight class.”
Did you play more with students at the same age as you?
“Yes, for our team.”

Coach
Did the new weight/age grade
affect profiling players into
positions?
“I thought they worked well overall.”
Having a wider age band, were
there consistent examples of the
younger heavier player
dominating the match or the older
lighter player dominating?
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“Only 1 instance comes to mind (older lighter player).”
“Not in my opinion.”
Were there any noticeable issues in the contact areas; tackle, breakdown etc?
“No, it was quite evenly balanced, and the better coached team usually dominated.”
Any further suggestions / ideas to improve our Youth system moving forward?
“I think the overall concept is the right way forward. There will be heavier and lighter players
in every grade of rugby so players will need to become familiar with that, but we do need to
protect those who are most vulnerable from losing enjoyment due to size discrepancies.
Greater clarity, communication and transparency around the dispensation approvals and
process as a whole would be beneficial as we saw 3 teams become non-competitive in the
Y14 grade well after the season had started. Our school was told that the boys who were
marginally over (<2kg) would not need dispensation but in fact were told after they had
played 4 games that they did, which put us over our dispensation limit to remain competitive.”

Referee
“Only good players dominated, like any other season.”
“No additional safety issues.”
“More even contest.”

Summary
Outside a couple of administration issues, the Youth 14 Grade proved successful in 2021. Via
the numbers it encapsulated more players to play together. This resulted in 14 teams
participating across the union. Feedback from players was positive with the majority of them
feeling comfortable in the grade. There were a handful of serious reports and Blue Cards; we
believe these can be mitigated next season with administrators having a greater
understanding of how to form their teams, getting the correct players in the correct grades
from the beginning. In 2022, we hope to continue to grow the numbers in the grade with
many junior club leavers set to participate in the grade. We also hope for greater clarity for our
teachers in charge after a season to get their heads around the new weight/ age structure.
NHRU will continue to advocate for the option of a club team operating in this grade if rugby
cannot be provided for participants through their given secondary schools.
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Youth 15 Boys Tackle Grade
Grade description
The table below displays the number of participants in total and at each year of the Youth 15
Boys tackle grade. The table also shows the average weight of the participant in their
respective year born. The average weight across the grade sits at 64.7kgs. This indicates the
weight setting is appropriate.

Participation
Year Born

Age as at Jan 1st

Weight not to
exceed as at
1st May

Player Numbers

Average weight

2007

13

Open

111

70.9

2006

14

67

123

64.6

2005

15

62

23

58.7

262

64.7

Total

Schools/ Teams Participating
Northcote College

Rangitoto College

Westlake Boys High School Green

Rosmini College Blue

Westlake Boys High School Red

Rosmini College Red

Long Bay College

Kaipara College

Mahurangi College

Takapuna Grammar School
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Health & safety
This information is collected via referee and manager reports to North Harbour Rugby.
The Youth 15 Grade had a total of:
Serious Injury Reports - 1
Blue Cards - 4
There was a total of 44 games played between 22/05 - 7/08

Participant feedback
Player
How did you find the experience in the new grades?
“Enjoyable and competitive.”
“It was fun.”
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“Experience was very fun, compared to previous years I believe Y15 was my favorite.”
Did you feel comfortable in your given grade?
“I did feel comfortable, although there were players who were quite big they were not
harmful.”

Coach
Having a wider age band, were there consistent examples of the younger heavier
player dominating the match or the older lighter player dominating?
“Players with best skills (teamwork or individual) dominate.”
Did the new weight/age grade affect profiling players into positions?
“It has improved. We had a mix of forwards and backs. 7th grade was majority backs.”
“Yeah good, as per junior rugby. Heavy/younger vs normal vs lighter/older.”
Any further suggestions / ideas to improve our Youth system moving forward?
“I like that there are more teams involved with the merge from 4 grades to 3.
Perhaps start the season a bit earlier. Only 12 or 13 games is a bit light (taking into account
covid).”
Referee
“Games were better structured with more positive breakdown behavior. Fewer opposition
players were targeting the ball at the breakdown, exhibiting an acceptance that the contest
would probably not result in a turnover and more players could participate as defenders. This
decidedly opened the game to a better flowing pattern for both forwards and backs.”
“Big effect on front rows, using less experienced players and sometimes having to revert to
uncontested scrums.”
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Summary
Participation was positive in our
first season of the Youth 15
grade. 10 teams across 8
different secondary schools in
our region. From the feedback
we received, players referred to
it being their best year in
secondary school rugby to date.
Coaches referred to the grade’s
design creating a greater focus
on the players and teams with
the greatest skill sets to
dominate, rather than physical domination being the biggest implication on results. With 14
teams in the grade below, we are hoping to see an increase in team entries in 2022.
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Youth 15 Girls Tackle
Grade description
New grade in 2021. Open to schools and clubs to enter teams. Is a non-competitive grade
which the players really enjoy. There are no weight restrictions but uses the NZR Age Band
Policy.

Participation
5 teams entered with several schools entering composite teams; they were:

Kristin College

Long Bay College

Glenfield Rugby Club

Takapuna Grammar

Mahurangi College

Health & Safety
The Youth 15 Girls grade had a total of:
Serious Injury Reports - 1
Blue Cards - 0
There were a total of 19 games played
between 24/5/2021 - 9/8/2021
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Participant feedback

Player
Did you feel comfortable in your grade?
“Yes and no, all of the skills were the same, no one was extremely better than everyone else,
but the sizes of a few girls from some teams were intimidating and dangerous for the slightly
less skilled players.”
Any comments/suggestions?
“Having weight restriction rather than ages, or as well as.”

Parent
Any comments/suggestions?
“My daughter loved her rugby season and plans to continue in the sport.”

Coach
Any comments/suggestions?
“We will be based out of Glenfield rugby club again. We have many girls who played through
the rippa grades together and they have become very close. Although they go to different
schools, they want to play with their friends which is a theory I fully support.”
“The contact area and ruck area were challenging to coach and very challenging to referee.”

Summary
This grade has shown that there is an appetite for tackle rugby in the Youth 15 girls’ space
and that the game is growing in this age group. Many of these girls had never played rugby
before and this was a great introduction to the tackle game for them. Many teams were
composite with one club (Glenfield Rugby Club) team entering the competition. This grade is
made so that clubs and schools can enter teams. Coaches feedback is that players had an
absolutely blast and really enjoyed the season. We understand there will be more teams
entering in 2022.
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Under 15 Girls Rip Rugby grade

Grade Description
The oldest age group currently playing Rip Rugby. This grade are the group of girls that
started Rip Rugby 5 years ago which means they thoroughly enjoy it and have become very
skilled at this game. There were two mixed teams as two clubs had a handful of male players
but did not have enough for a full team.
PARTICIPATION

School / Club Teams Participating

Takapuna Grammar School Blue

Marist RFC

Takapuna Grammar School Yellow

Northcote RFC White

Takapuna Grammar School Lions

Northcote RFC Gold

Takapuna RFC Blue

Northcote RFC Black

Kaipara College Red

Northcote RFC Maroon

Kaipara College Blue

Silverdale RFC Green

Mahurangi College Blue

Silverdale RFC Gold

Massey RFC (mixed)

ECB RFC Green

ECB RFC Black
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Health & Safety

This information is collected via referee and manager reports to North Harbour Rugby.
The Youth 15 Rip Rugby Grade had a total of:
Serious Injury Reports - 0
Blue Cards - 0
There was a total of 98 games played between 8/5/2021 - 14/8/2021

Participant Feedback
Player
How did you find the experience?
“I enjoyed her season of rip rugby. The general feedback from our team is that most
girls loved their season and will be back for another next year!”
What changes could be made to make the experience more enjoyable?
“Better rips!”
“I would love to play a Friday night game (although we understand this is up to the teams to
organize and often other sports get in the way)”

Coach
Are you comfortable progressing into an Y17 RR Grade when your players age out of
Y15 RR Grade?
“I know some of the girls would love to continue playing past the age of 15, especially when
they don't have the option to play through school”
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Any comments/suggestions?
“It would be great if standard rules around rips could be considered - the style, length etc.”
“I would feel better equipped if we had the chance to attend a drills/training session prior to
the season that was specific to Rip Rugby. Being able to work with other coaches and share
ideas for different skill sets and learn some different ways of teaching that are relevant to
the different ages could be useful.”
“We had a few mixed games throughout the season and the boys were bigger and faster. It
put some of the girls off - others didn't mind and stood up to the challenge. I think it would
be fair to keep it consistent across all teams - all schools/clubs should have the same
opportunity to make teams up of either all girls, all boys or all mixed. My personal preference
at this age is that preferably boys and girls play in separate teams.”

SUMMARY
This grade had 17 teams and is our oldest Rip Rugby grade. There are approx. 40 players
that will be aging out of the Youth 15 Rip grade and will therefore age into a new grade in
2022 (Youth 17 Rip). Feedback from coaches and participants is that they enjoyed the season
and are looking forward to 2022. There has been some negative feedback regarding the
mixed teams. However, we believe the reasons for keeping the teams in the grade outweigh
the reasons not to have them participating.
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Youth 16 Tackle Boys
Grade Description
The table below displays the number of participants in total and at each year of the Youth 16
Boys tackle grade. The table also shows the average weight of the participant in their
respective year born. The average weight across the grade sits at 68.8kgs. This indicates the
weight setting is appropriate.

Participation
In 2021, the Youth 16 boys tackle grade had 6 teams participating from 6 different Schools.

Orewa College

Rosmini College

Rangitoto College

Kaipara College

Westlake Boys High School

Takapuna Grammar School

Year Born

Age as at Jan 1st

Weight not to
exceed as at
1st May

Player Numbers

Average weight

2006

14

Open

61

76.9

2005

15

73

74

66.7

2004

16

68

9

62.9

157

68.8

Total

Health & Safety
This information is collected via referee and manager reports to North Harbour Rugby.
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The Youth 16 Grade had a total of:
Serious Injury Reports - 0
Blue Cards - 3
There were a total of 28 games played between 15/5/2021 - 7/8/2021

Participant Feedback

Player
Did you feel comfortable in your given grade?
“yes, some big guys but no problems.”

Coach
How did the weight/age comparison look from the sideline?
“Out of all the new grades this one is right with the weight.”
“5 teams were similar, 1 looked considerably bigger and older.”
Having a wider age band, were there consistent examples of the younger heavier
player dominating the match or the older lighter player dominating?
“Players young and old had the chance to stand out in this grade.”
Did the new weight/age grade affect profiling players into positions?
“No. Most boys had a good idea of where they wanted to play. Just the 2 halfbacks were
smaller.”
Any further suggestions / ideas to improve our Youth system moving forward?
“Just making sure eligible players are playing. Confirming dispensed players.”
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Referee
“Breakdown, certainly experienced team players were apparent, but it was all down to
experience and know-how as to the dominance.”
“I consider that player safety overall has been enhanced.”
“No difference with players dominating. Good players still were more active in games, but that
was the same in the old grades.”

Summary
With this grade being the oldest weight restricted grade (dependent on age) in our new
system. It was always going to be interesting to see how the lighter/ older players went with
younger/heavier players. According to the feedback, this grade provided both players to
participate, enjoy it and flourish. With the players who may have been bigger than others not
being as dominant to what we have seen in past years. This reduces the chance of injury,
increases enjoyment, and relieves
pressure on coaches to play a
certain ‘type’ of player to fit the
grade. Therefore, carrying on our
objective for all grades as
providing ALL players
opportunities to play, and
hopefully incorporating a greater
range of our North Harbour players
with altered weight restrictions. As
mentioned in the Youth 15
summary, with a large number of
teams in the grade below, we hope
this can influence an increase the team entries in 2022.
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Open C Boys Tackle Grade
Grade Description
The table below displays the number of participants in total and at each year of the Open C
tackle grade. The table also shows the average weight of the participant in their respective
year born. The average weight across the grade sits at 79.1kgs. The Open C Grade is an
Open Weight Grade

Participation
In 2021, the Open C grade had 4 teams participating from 4 different schools.

Rangitoto College

Orewa College

Takapuna Grammar School

Massey High School

Year Born

Age as at Jan 1st

Weight not to
exceed as at
1st May

Player Numbers

Average weight

2005

15

Open

37

80.5

2004

16

Open

47

77.3

2003

17

Open

25

79.6

113

79.1

Total
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Health & Safety

This information is collected via referee and manager reports to North Harbour Rugby.

The Open C Grade had a total of:
Serious Injury Reports - 0
Blue Cards - 0
There was a total of 14 games played between 8/5/2021 - 14/8/2021

Participant Feedback
Summary
At the beginning of the season the Open C grade featured 5 teams from 5 different Schools.
The makeup of the grade was split between 2nd XVs and 3rd XVs. Due to injuries, sickness
and administrative issues the grade unfortunately finished with 3 teams. A discussion will
commence for how we can improve this grade to suit the target audience’s needs and wants
from a rugby grade/ season

.
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Youth 17 Girls Tackle
Grade Description
Premier secondary school competition grade. This is a 12 a-side competition and is played
on Mondays at 4pm. Most games had associate referees assigned to them. No new tackle
laws were trialed in this grade. There is no weight restrictions or recordings for this grade.

Participation
In 2021 there were 8 Schools participating in the Youth 17 Tackle Girls grade
Westlake Girls

Rangitoto College

Orewa College

Mahurangi College

Glenfield College

Kaipara College

Birkenhead College

Massey High School

Health & Safety
This information is collected via referee and manager reports to North Harbour Rugby.

Youth 17 Girls Grade had a total of:
Serious Injury Reports - 1
Blue Cards - 1

There was a total of 29 games played
between 24/5/2021 - 8/8/2021
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Participant Feedback
Player
Do you feel comfortable in your current grade?
“Yes, playing schoolgirls grade feels comfortable for me to play as we are all having similar
situations and environment around.”

Player
How did you find the experience?
“People around seem to treat players not based on their age or experience but by their skills,
which I though was a good environment to be.”

Summary
In 2021 we combined the Youth 17 Development Grade and the Youth 17 Premier Grade to
form the one competition. In looking at the results there is a good spread across the schools
of wins and losses.
Some schools were
initially apprehensive
about being in a
combined grade.
However, the players
enjoyed the challenge
and it gave them a
good understanding of
where they are at.
Westlake were ahead
of most schools and
won the competition
after a great final against Rangitoto College. There is plenty of talent in this grade. We will be
seeing at least one more team entering this grade in 2022.
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1B First XV Boys Grade

Grade Description

The table below displays the number of participants in total and at each year of the 1B tackle
grade. The table also shows the average weight of the participant in their respective year
born. The average weight across the grade sits at 72.1kgs. The 1B is an Open Weight Grade.

Participation
Year Born

Age at 1st Jan

Player Number

Average weight

15

Weight not to
exceed as at 1st
May
Open

2005

56

78.4

2004

16

Open

80

66.3

2003

17

Open

70

71.6

223

72.1

Total

In 2021, the 1B grade had 8 teams participating from 8 different Schools.

Schools / Teams Participating

Long Bay College

Mahurangi College

Rosmini College

Birkenhead College

Kaipara College

Northcote College

Westlake Boys High School

Kristin School
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Health & Safety

This information is collected via referee and manager reports to North Harbour Rugby.

The 1B Grade had a total of:
Serious Injury Reports - 0
Blue Cards - 1

There were a total of 52 games played between 8/5/2021 - 14/8/2021

Summary

The 1B Grade features all but 2 1st XV teams from across the region. The grade is relatively
evenly split between the 3 year groups. With all 1st XVs who don't participate in the 1A
featuring in this grade, it continues to be incredibly competitive and played at a very high
level.
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FUJIFILM 1A First XV Boys
Grade Description
The table below displays the number of participants in total and at each year of the 1A tackle
grade. The table also shows the average weight of the participant in their respective year
born. The average weight across the grade sits at 84.7kgs. The 1A is an Open Weight Grade.

Participation
Year Born

Age at 1st Jan

Player Number

Average weight

15

Weight not to
exceed as at 1st
May
Open

2005

32

81.4

2004

16

Open

71

84.7

2003

17

Open

57

88.1

166

84.7

Total
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In 2021, the 1A grade had 8 teams participating. 6 of these are from North Harbour. The
additional teams; Whangarei Boys High School (Northland), Manurewa High School
(Counties Manukau).

Schools / Teams Participating

Westlake Boys High School

Whangarei Boys High School

Manurewa High School

Orewa College

Massey High School

Rangitoto College

Rosmini College

Takapuna Grammar School

Health & Safety

This information is
collected via referee and
manager reports to
North Harbour Rugby.

The 1A Grade had a
total of:
Serious Injury Reports - 2
Blue Cards - 6

There were a total of
56 games played between 8/5/2021 - 14/8/2021
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Summary
In 2021, we witnessed the most competitive Fujifilm 1A Competition in many years. The tight
score lines week to week was evidence of the hard work done behind the scenes from the
schools. Whangarei Boys High and Manurewa High School’s participation in the grade
continues to grow the significance of it and assists with continually pushing the standard of
rugby played in an upward direction. This grade sits well alongside the 1B grade, as two
suitable competitions for players, aspirational or not to participate in.
Conversations will continue around top 1B Schools possible participation in the 1A grade
moving forward.
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U16 Emerging Players Program 2021

2021 saw the introduction of the U16 Emerging Players Program. This program
Aligns with NZRs new strategic plan around representative programs at Provincial Union
level, following a participation motto of “wider for longer”. Being led by this motto, the
program was open to all 2005/2006 born male rugby participants in the North Harbour
Region. The EPP was a full 3-day program with a focus on 75% development of individual and
positional skills and 25% focus on playing games. The program will consist of individual
development created and delivered by the North Harbour Community and Performance
Coaching unit.
A total of 90 participants represented 11 different schools within our region. A significant
highlight from the program was witnessing the U16 players training alongside our NPC
players on a regular training day for our professional players. This provided them with a rare
in-depth experience as to what that level looks like and hopefully inspired the players to one
day be in their position. Feedback from the participants has been received and we look
forward to improving the program to continue to provide a meaningful first experience of
representative rugby in North Harbour.
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Data from U16 Emerging Players Program:

2005 born attendees average weight = 78.1kgs
2006 born attendees average weight = 69.9kgs
Total average weight = 74kgs

Programme Feedback

How did you find the framework:
75% Development
25% Play

“I liked this framework as it meant that there was a lot of
development but we were also able to use the skills
that we had learnt in an in-game situation.”
“The framework was really good which helped us to put
it into real life when we played on the last day.”

“I found that very good as in the first 2 days you could really focus on your game and
improve on things that you need to work on then you can use those learnings and new skills
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in a game situation to see if you have made improvements.”

“Would have liked more game time but enjoyed the development side.”
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2021 School and Club Feedback Questions

Grade/Person ie. Youth
14, TiC, Referee etc

Question/s

Player

How did you find the experience in the new grades? Did you play more
with students with the same age, did you feel comfortable in your given
grade.

Coach

How did the weight/age comparison look from the sideline?
Did the new weight/age grade affect profiling players into positions?
Having a wider age band were their consistent examples of the younger
heavier player dominating the match or the older lighter player dominating
the fixture?
Were there any noticeable issues in the contact areas, tackle, breakdown?

Referee

How would you compare the new grades in comparison with the old
grades?
Competitiveness?
Did players dominate?
Relevant to the shape of the game?
Safety / pictures at the breakdown?
Safety / pictures at set piece?

Manager
Parent

What were your first impressions of the grades and if they changed by the
end of the season, how so?

TIC

Did you feel these new grades encapsulated more students or similar age
into similar grades?
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Grade/Person

Question/s Girls Y15/17 Tackle

Player

How did you find the experience? Did you feel comfortable in your grade?
What changes could be made to make the experience more enjoyable?

Coach

How did the weight/age comparison look from the sideline?
Y15 Tackle: Did the new grade affect profiling players into positions?
Y15: What were the positive and negative outcomes of having an age
restricted grade
Were there any noticeable issues in the contact areas, tackle, breakdown?

Referee

Y17: How would you compare the 2021 season to previous seasons in
terms of:
Y15: How would you compare the following across all teams
Competitiveness?
Did players dominate?
Relevant to the shape of the game?
Safety / pictures at the breakdown?
Safety / pictures at set piece?

Manager
Parent

: What were your first impressions of the grade and if they changed by the
end of the season, how so?

TIC

Did you feel these new grades encapsulated more students or similar age
into similar grades?
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Data: Health & Safety
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Participation Data
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In 2020, there were 62 teams
participating in Youth Rugby. In
2021, that figure has grown to 81.
Key influences being Introduction
of Youth 15s Rip Rugby, continued
growth of women's rugby in the
region (introduction of Youth 15
Girls tackle grade) and Youth 14
encapsulating a greater range.
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DISPENSATIONS

A school/club may apply for dispensation to play a player in a grade for which he/she is
ineligible, either because the player is too heavy, or too old. In normal circumstances,
dispensation will only be granted where the weight exceeds the limit for that grade by less
than 2 kg, or where the player is no more than 2 months too old. In all cases, dispensation
must be sought and granted before the player involved can play.

From 2019 to 2020 we saw an increase in the total dispensations from 28 to 40 participants.

In 2021, we had 35 dispensations. What this decrease tells us is that the new weight/age
system is more suitable to the NH participants. In 2022, with Teachers in Charge having a
greater understanding for the grade structure and players moving through the grades
together, we have confidence that the figure will reduce again.

COMPOSITES

The purpose of composite teams is to give all players who want to play rugby, the
opportunity of playing when their school/club does not have a team that they can play in.

In 2020, there were 15 composite teams in Youth Rugby. In 2021, we had 9 composite teams
participating. This significant decline tells us the new weight/age system provides our schools
a greater opportunity to encapsulate more students and as a result have teams of their own.
With this shift occurring in one season, we hope that it can continue to decline with time.
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TIC FEEDBACK

Did you feel these new grades encapsulated more students of similar age into relative
grades?
“Yes, generally our Y14 was Year 9s, Y15 Year 10s, Y16 Year 11s.”
“Yes, we definitely witnessed a greater number of participants of similar age in relative grades/
teams. Towards the older grades there was a slightly large spread in year groups but that
didn't have a significant impact on the games as the older ones were lighter + younger were
heavier.”
Any further suggestions / ideas with regards to improving our youth system moving
forward?
“With the weigh in prior to the start of the season, all TICs are to have the players' weights
entered into Sporty before the end of Term 1. Harbour then to check the players are in the
correct Youth grade prior to competition starting. I know it is extra work but will eliminate
issues at finals. I had 2 players who were 0.8kg and 1.6kg over the weight restriction for Youth
15 and should have applied either for dispensation or had them playing in the Youth 16 team
with Rangitoto. This was totally my error, but I would have felt exceptionally bad for the team if
they had made the Top 4 and couldn't play due to my stuff up.”
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“Potentially you could have a
target range for a grade, eg Y15
Target Age 14 and 67kg, and
then limit the upper and lower
ranges to 5 players. Could stop
teams from stacking with mature
players who are only 5kg lighter.
Just a thought, but overall pretty
happy with the grades.”

“Something worth noting…
Majority of fixtures across the younger Youth Grades from week-week were competitive and
balanced and I think this is worth noting as it was a big change from previous years, although
there are many variables at play, I believe the new weight/age system certainly contributed to
that improvement. We witnessed on several occasions a team who was placed towards the top
end of the points table have a quality game against a team placed towards the lower end of
the table (often even beating them). This caused the tables to be relatively close and more
importantly created a greater experience for the players as they enjoyed the competition each
week. There is evidence of this through the results and tables from 1A to Youth 14. “

“Could it be worth considering the design of Y16, Open C and 1B? With an understanding of
the typical North Harbour male player, could you make the Youth 16 an U17 restricted grade,
push Open C and 1B together. Have the first round for them grading then split. This will send
lighter older kids who don't want to play open weight rugby down and the younger heavier
kids up to play in 1A, 1B or 1C. But if you sit it at a relative weight then those younger kids will
likely hold on to the choice of Youth 16s or Open weight rugby”.
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